As a member of the Jessica fellowship, we aim to
provide the best possible treatments for natural nail
growth, as well as being able to prescribe and retail one
of the top brands in the nail industry, for you to use at
home. The Jessica brand is a highly specialised, natural
nail care range, chosen especially to improve your own
nail condition, depending on individual concerns.
When starting a nail care regime we can offer you
courses to help strengthen and encourage nail growth
and condition. Treatments take between 30mins and
1hr and we strongly recommend you allow yourself a
little time to let the nails dry. It is advisable to pay before
your treatment and have car keys to hand, to save you
smudging wet nails. We also recommend bringing open
toe shoes when having a pedicure, as we cannot be
held responsible for smudged nails once you have left
the salon.
The Jessica System, is based on an approach so
different; it works like nothing else. Described by the
New York Times as “The first lady of nails”. Small
wonder that Jessica is sought after by the media for her
advice on nail care and is regularly quoted in magazines
such as Elle, Vogue, Harpers Bazaar and Queen.

MANICURES and PEDICURES
The Ultimate Manicure/Pedicure particularly suited to
those looking for an anti ageing or conditioning treat
for the skin of the hands/feet as well as to improve nail
appearance and condition. A full hand and arm/foot lower
leg exfoliation is followed by an intense conditioning mask
or anti ageing liposome treatment. Hands/feet are then
warmed in heated mittens/booties to allow the products
to absorb leaving skin silky soft and hydrated.This is
followed by a massage, cuticle treatment, reshape and a
chosen polish.
Manicure 1 hour £33
Pedicure 1 hour £36
The Intensive Manicure/Pedicure we recognise that
sometimes you will need extra treatment of the cuticles
or the skin of the hands/feet in order to give your nails
the perfect finish, so choose this type for added attention
to these areas. We use a mask in this treatment to fully
condition your hands or feet, soften cuticles and improve
condition of the skin and nails. We finish with a perfect
application of any chosen colour.
Manicure 1 hour £29
Pedicure 1 hour £31

The Classic Manicure/Pedicure Jessica’s original

treatment, cuticle softening and tidying, hand/foot massage,
nail shape and file and full polish of your choice including
‘French’.
Manicure 45 mins £22.50
Pedicure 45 mins £28.50
Manicure no polish £20
Men’s Manicure £20
Express File and Polish a quick reshape and repaint,
perfect if you are short of time but remember to try and
have a full treatment regularly to treat the hands/feet and
cuticles too!
Fingers 30 mins £15.50 Toes 30 mins £15.50
Add on a handmask to this treatment for just an extra £5
Reshape simply a cut shape and file of the nails, no polish
but you can opt for a basecoat to treat the nail plate and
finish with a shine.
15 mins £7
Nail repair, Glue or Wrap £4 Nail Art, Per nail £2

The beauty of Jessica, in a hybrid
between gel and polish, it needs no
prep other than to buff and cleanse the nail. GELeration’s
gel formula product, is a mix of resin and polymer, that
gives it a fantastic colour and a long lasting, flawless finish,
with high shine that lasts up to 3 weeks. It dries in just 30
seconds under an LED lamp. It protects and conditions
the natural nail, encouraging nail growth because like
all Jessica polishes have been for years, they are free of
formaldehyde, toluene and DBP. GELeration is available in
Jessica’s most popular colours and is removed in minutes
with a special soak-off solution.

CLASSIC PEDICURE WITH GELERATION

ULTIMATE GELERATION GEL MANICURE
Includes the benefits of the luxurious LeRemedi Hand
Treatment.Your hands will be smoother, silkier & firmer.
Cuticles will be cared for, nails will be shaped and finished
with Jessica’s GELeration gel polish.

Treatment time 45 minutes

Treatment time 60 minutes

£50

GELERATION GEL MANICURE
Includes hand massage, cuticle care, nail shape and
finished with Jessica’s GELeration gel polish.
Treatment time 60 minutes

£46

GELERATION GEL WITHOUT MANICURE
Nails are filed, shaped and finished with Jessica’s
GELeration gel polish.
Treatment time 45 minutes

£36

GELERATION REFRESH
Infill your existing geleration manicure or change the
colour, to extend the wear up to two more weeks.
Treatment time 30 minutes

£26

Feet are soaked, hard skin is removed, cuticles are
groomed, toe nails are shaped and finished with Jessica’s
GELeration gel polish, then the feet are massaged with
conditioning creams. Instantly dry, you can put your shoes
on immediately.The perfect long lasting polish, with such
high shine, that even survives the beach!
Treatment time 60 minutes

£47.50

GELERATION GEL WITHOUT PEDICURE
Nails are filed, shaped and finished with Jessica’s
GELeration gel polish.
£36

EXISTING GEL REMOVAL
(PRIOR TO A GELERATION MANICURE OR PEDICURE)

To remove existing GELeration gels we add an extra 15
minutes on the above treatment times with an additional
charge of £5.
If you just require a removal of Geleration gels only, the
treatment takes 30 mins £15
Nail Repair or Regel per nail

£5

